Knott County - Post Offices by Rennick, Robert M.
/ 
THE POST OFFI CES OF KNOIT muNTY 
On May 5, 1884 the Kentucky legislature created the state ' s ll8th 
county fran sections of Perry, Letcher, Floyd, and Breathitt Counties 
and named it for then Governor J. Proctor Knott ( 1830- 1911 ). 
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It 
assumed its present 352 square mile territory on May 12 , 1890 with 
the addition of ten square miles (the Lotts and Yellow Creek valleys ) 
fran Perry County. Like the other counties in the eastern Kentucky 
cool fiel d , Knott lies in the highly dissected Cumberl and Plateau 
area whose rugged topography limited settlement to the relatively 
narrow valleys of the branches of the Kentucky River ' s North Fork 
and the Big Sandy River ' s Right Beaver Creek. 
Though one of Kentucky ' s rrore recently established counties , 
Knott ' s settlement history goes back to the late eight eenth century 
when a family of Johnsons are said to have rroved into the Carr Fork 
valley. By the mid 1820s several families (noteably Breeding, Johnson, 
Amburgey, Francis , Slone, COmbs , Jones , Hall , Gibson, and Martin) 
were well settled in most sections of the future County where their 
I/ 
descendants remain the daninant population. Mi ,c: t , , F 1 1 ,w 1 , 1111 .t " ' c:-
eEfilflUfli--t-4:es-afld-~ees wer-e-esrebl ished l9y-t:hem. sCifte beaFi ng 
their AameS . 
Knott ' s relative inaccessibility precluded anything but a barely 
subsistence econany until after its creation. In fact, the developnent 
of carmercial timber and coal production, its twentieth century 
econanic mainstays, really did not begin until the early 1920s. 
The first large scale coal mining was in the Carr Fork ' s Yellow Creek 
valley, near the Perry line, and this came only in response to the 
railrood ' s nearby North Fork entre just before the First World War. 
.... 
Poor roads until after the Seoond World War oontinued to hi nder growth 
and developnent. The oounty 's first four lane highway, the new route 
of Ky 80, bypassing the Jones Fork and Troublesane Creek settlements , 
has, since the 1970s , relieved oongestion and facilitated travel 
through the oounty, tying it closer to its IOC>re eoonanically viable 
neighbors. Knott's 1998 i:,::opulation estimate of nearly 18, 000 i s 
fifteen per cent greater than its 1970 i:,::opulation. 
The county ' s eighty five i:,::ost offices include th.irteen that were 
established before its creation in May 1884. The pre- oounty offices 
will be discussed first , followed by the others in the several stream 
valleys in which they were locat ed. Precise locations will be by 
road mil es fran downtown Hindman, the county seat, twenty two miles 
northeast of Hazard, or from other offices in the same vall ey. 
POST OFFICES FSI'ABLI SHED BEFORE THE CXXJNTY WAS ORGANIZED 
Of the thirteen pre-county i:,::ost offices five operated within 
the present county boundaries but only before the county was 
organized. They were thus never really Knott Cbunty offices. Little 
is known of any of them. 
The earliest , Girr ' s Fork, was operated sanewhere on that stream 
between January 9, 1833 and mid November 1835 by Thanas and Samuel 
Francis , whose pioneer family had settled that valley sane fifteen 
years before. 
On September 11, 1879, the Balls Fork post office was established 
seven miles up that Troublesare Creek branch for which it was named. 
According to the Site Location Rei:,::ort of its only i:,::ostrnaster William 
- :i...-
G. Grigsby, this Perry County off ice was 
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eight miles northwest of 
McPherson (which later became Hindman), and twelve miles northeast 
of Tunnel Hill (the future Dwarf ) . It closed at the end of 1881. 
The third office was Duke, which Thomas Stewart operated in 
Breathitt County between cx::tober 16 , 1882 and mid May of the following 
year , and named for an area family. It too was eight miles north 
of McPherson, on the righthand fork of <)licksand Creek, and when 
it closed its papers were sent io Lackey in Floyd County. Stewart's 
first name preference was Newman. 
Then there was Raven, established on March 30, 1882, with Randolph 
D. Adams , the first of its two postmasters . Its Letcher County loca-
tion is not known but it obviously was not the Raven office at 
the lower end of caney Creek, in that section of Knott taken fran 
Floyd County. More to the IX>int , when it was discontinued in early 
January 1884, its papers were sent to the carrs Fork (sic) post office 
near the later Smithsboro. 
Finally, there was the shortlived Baker, operated by James 
Wadkins and his son Newton between August 23 , 1882 and mid September 
1883 on Laurel Fork of <)licksand Creek, then in Breathitt County. 
In fact , its first name preferences -were Laurel Fork and Baker camp. 
It was very likely the forerunner of the Tester and Elmrock 1X)St 
offices. (see below) . 
The following seven offices survived the county ' s organization, 
though three of them barely did so. 
Since its inception, Knott County ' s seat has been the fifth class 
sity of Hindman. This vicinity may have been first settled in the 
early or mid nineteenth century by pioneer William Cornett ' s son 
Samuel whose hane and watermill were on the Left Fork of Troublesome 
Creek, just above the future town. He was later joined by the families 
of Peyton M. Duke and Anderson Hays . By the 1850s a small settlement 
had been established in then Letcher County and was, for some time 
to come, aptly called The Forks of Troublesane. The vicinity ' s first 
post office, established by Samuel Cornett on October 12, 1854, was 
Cornett ' s Valley. By February 1861 , when Peyton M. Duke became post-
master, it was known as Cornett's Mill, and closed in October 1863. 
On February 17, 187 4, to serve Lewis Hays ' log store, a nearby mill 
(Cornett ' s), and several families , Duke re-established the offf ice 
there and called it McPherson. 
Whence McPherson is not really known. The late Knott County 
historian R. Lee Stewart thought it might have been named for a Post 
Office Department official. But one can ' t rule out the possibility 
that it honored James Birdseye McPherson, the popular Union general 
fran Ohio who was killed in the Battle of Atlanta in JUly 1864. His 
name had earlier (1867) been given to a county in Kansas and its 
seat, whose post office was established in early 1873. 
Several name derivations have been offered for the forty mile 
long TrouQ_j.esane Creek which joins the Kentucky River's North Fork 
sane seven miles above Jackson. Most likely it was named for the 
troubles early settlers had with flooding after heavy rainfalls, 
or that travelers had in pursuing its treacherous , meandering course; 
less likely is there credence for the once popular accounts of the 
marital problems of some local residents .
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In April 1884 the new county ' s seat was established at the Forks 
and the settlement was renamed Hindman for then Lt . Gov. James P . 
-- y-
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Hindman. On OCtober 7th of that year, Franklin Pierce "Chick" Allen 
took over the post office and it too became Hindman. In 1885 Gran-
ville Cbmbs surveyed the area for the town chartered in March of 
the following year. Today the town, with an estimated (1998) popula-
tion of 766 , centers at the junction of Ky 160 and 550 (old Ky 80), 
about 11 miles south of the new fourlane Ky. 80. 
The se<X>nd post office on carr Fork was established in Letcher 
County on May 17 , 1876. Its t\o.O postmasters Nathaniel B. Smith and 
George M. Johnson called it car ' s Fork (sic ) and located it on the 
south side of that stream, five miles above Sassafras and ten miles 
south of McPherson (prorebly just below the later Smithsboro. ) 
According to Johnson ' s Site Location Report , it was serving a locality 
called Three Forks of carr. It was discontinued in early July 1887. 
carr Fork, the stream, also at times identified as carr Creek, 
is traditionally believed to have been named for Willie Carr, a 
Mulatto who, in 1794 , accanpanied a band of North carolina hunters 
to that area and W:lS killed in a fall fran a high ledge while fleeing 
an Indian attack. He is said to have been buried by the stream that 
was then named for him. 
Near the head of carr Fork, at the first site of the later Ona.ha 
post office (see below), was the village and post office of carson. 
It was established on June 3 1878 with John B. Adams, postmaster, 
and was soon serving N. R. Craft ' s store , a flour mill, distillery, 
cooperage, and other businesses. Its 340 residents, for awhile, even 
enjoyed their own weekly newspaper . In January 1891, then postmaster 
John c. Richardson petitioned for a rrove 2 3/4 miles down the fork, 
but this may not have cane about since the office closed the following 
August . Whence the name is not known. ~-
'!he still active and aptly named p::>st office of Pine Top was 
established on September 18 , 1878 with Randolph B. Snith, p::>stmaster, 
probably on Branhams Creek (which then may have been called Trace 
Fork of Grrr) , seven miles southeast of McPherson and six miles below 
(west of) carson. By 1895 it was serving a village of 200 inhabitants 
with two stores and two mills. In the surrrner of 1897 , S.R. Blair 
had the off ice rroved to the rrouth of Mallet Branch of Carr. By 1939 
it was at the rrouth of Branham, but in recent years it has been on 
carr, half a mile aoove ( east of) Mallet, and seven miles southeast 
of Hindman. 
Several p::>st offices called Greenleaf have oonfused historians 
seeing this name on Floyd, Knott, and Letcher County lists . The 
first was establuJ,taa on June 5, 1877 on or just east of Right Beaver 
Creek, in that section of Floyd County that became a part of Knott 
on the latter ' s inception. During its operation by William J. Hall, 
it serv~ a small village with two stores, a mill , wagonworks , 
distillery, and saloon. rt closed in mid February 1887, but George 
w. Wallen re-established it in late December of that year, probably 
half a mile up Arnold Fork, at the head of Right Beaver, nearly a 
mile fran the later Hall p::>st office. But it too was shortlived, 
closing the following May. Another Greenleaf operated at two sites 
in Letcher County, in or near the Rockhouse Valley, between 1906 
and 1912. 
Sassafras , rrain Grrr Fork ' s other active p::>st off ice, has, since 
the early 1920s , served a ooal town at the rrouth of Yellow Creek, 
just within the Knott- Perry County line, 10! miles ssw of Hindman. 
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It was established by Manton Cbrnett on March 27, 1879 under a large 
sassafras tree just below the rrouth of Sassafras Creek. It was soon 
serving a fairly prosperous comnunity of some 300 residents and 
several businesses on both side of the new county line. 4 
In February 1902 James D. Stacy, a miller and storekeeper, who 
had become posbnaster in 1897, had the office rroved some two miles 
down carr to a point just below the rrouth of Stacy Branch (the later 
Vicco) in Perry Cbunty. It may have been returned to Knott Cbunty 
again in 1908, probably close to its present site, but v.as soon rroved 
back to Stacy Branch. It was returned to Yellow Creek by the early-mid 
1920s, where it remains. The county line divides the viable village 
fran the sixth class Perry Cbunty city of Vicco ( see above) though 
they are essentially the same canrnuni ty. Sassafras's post off ice 
and businesses continue to serve much of the carr valley ' s Knott 
Cbunty area. 
Fran September 11, 1879 through March 1881 John Harvey and Jasper 
Campbell ran a post office called Buckhorn Creek for its location 
up this Troublesome branch , and probably on or very close to the 
future Knott-Breathitt Cbunty line. On January 31, 1888 Harvey 
re-established the off ice somewhere on the Knott Cbunty side of the 
creek and called it Buck. But in october 1890 , according to his 
Site I.ocation Rei:ort , Harvey ' s successor Grant Holliday had the office 
moved four miles north into Breathitt Cbunty to serve a cx:mnunity 
locally known as Jones Fbrk. Here it closed in late August 1892. 
POST OFFICES IN THE MAIN AND TRIBUTARY VALLEYS OF RIGHT BFA VER CREEK 
(IN THE BIG SANDY RIVER SYSTEM) 
The Big Sandy River, more specifically its Levisa Fork, heads 
in Virginia, sane sixty five miles above Pikeville. It extends for 
140 miles to join the Tug Fork at Louisa, Ky., and together, as the 
main channel of the Big Sandy,they flow to the Ohio River at catletts-
burg.5 One of the Levisa ' s princip::i.l branches is Beaver Creek whose 
right fork (locally called Right Beaver) heads just short of the 
juncture of Knott, Floyd, and Pike Counties, and drains northeastern 
Knott County and much of southern Floyd County before joining the 
left fork (called Left Beaver) just above the Floyd County city of 
Martin. Of the thirty five post offices serving the main valley and 
branches of Right Beaver, twenty one were in Knott County. 
The lowest of Knott's Right. Beaver tributaries is the aptly named 
Salt Lick Creek. This stream heads three miles within Knott County 
and extends for 6~ miles to Right Beaver at Hueysville in Floyd 
County. It was "named in the winter of 177 4-75 by its discoverer 
James Fowler for the salt springs and lick halfway up its valley. 
The lick was soon known as Fowler's Lick (and later Thornton's Lick, 
and, simply, The Salt Lick), and by the end of the century had beccme 
a noted supplier of salt for nearby nountain settlers. 116 
The first of Salt Lick Creek's tvJO offices was the shortlived 
(September 25, 1891 through February 1899) and little remembered 
Coburn. It is known to have been located in J.M. Conley's store, 
sanewhere toward the upper end of the stream, and was named for the 
family of its only postmaster Joseph L. Coburn. 
- ~-
Another local family gave its name to the Handshoe 
post office, established by Andrew J . Cbburn on Jul y 6, 
1909. 
7 
Its first site -was on the creek sane two miles above 
the Floyd County line, at the mouth of Snag Fork. For 
a brief tirre, from November 1923 till early December 1926 , 
Ben Shepherd maintained the office just within the Floyd 
Cbunty line to replace the Hippo post off ice which had 
closed in 1919. 8 Fran 1944 till it closed in 19721 Handshoe 
was on the creek, a mile within Knott Cbunty
1 
sane five 
miles fran Right Beaver, and 12! miles nne of Hindman. 
The 6. 7 mile long Rock Fork heads at the northeast 
flank of Chestnut lt>untain and joins Right Beaver at Garrett 
in Floyd Cbunty. on May 16, 1910, just bel ow its head, 
John M. Bo1yn
9 
established the Bolyn [ooh/hn] post office. 
'Ihis closed in late January 1914 but -was re-established 
by Farnest lt>ore on November 21, 1916 at the rrouth of Brushy 
Branch, six miles southwest of Garrett . Fran 1948 , when 
the office was rroved several hundred yards down the Fork, 
till it clssed for good in 1965 , it served the Rockfork 
neighoorhood, 9-! miles nne of Hindman (via the new Ky 80 
fourlane which follows Rock Fork for several miles.) 
POST OFFICES IN THE JCNES FORK VALLEY OF RIGHT BEAVER 
'Ihe 9-! mile long Jones Fork , which joins Right Beave r 
at Lackey (in Floyd Cbunty), was named for the family of 
John Jones who had settled on it in the late 1820s. 
-~-
The first of this valley's f i ve post offices was Kezer 
[kee/z'3r]. According to its first postmaster John M. Gibson 
this was one mil e west of Jones Fork ( perhaps up Turtle 
Branch), midway between Hindman and Lackey. It operated 
between August 26 , 1889 and mid November 1904. Its name 
application has not been accounted for. 
The office was re-established as Terry on Jones Fork, 
probably just below the [TX)Uth of Martin Branch, eight miles 
above Right Beaver , and 9! miles northeast of Hindman. 
Amanda Slone, whose first name preference was Ada , was 
its sole postmaster, fran May 26, 1908 through March 1912. 
It may have been named for the family of Riley (ne August 
1865 ) and Helen Terry, area residents . 
- /0-
Mousie , the next post office to serve this valley, 
was established on July 31, 1916 probably just above the 
[TX)Uth of Turtl e Branch, eight mil es northeast of Hindman. 
Postmaster Mrs . Ollie Myrtle Gibson ' s first . t1ame choice 
was Estill, but the office was named instead for Mousie , 
the twenty year old daughter of storekeeper and landowner 
Clay (and Rebecca ) Martin, who had recently married Estill ' s 
older brother Ma.rt Gibson. 1 O The off ice lasted onl y till 
mid June 1917. It was re-established on June 10 of the 
following year two miles below the first site, to serve 
a developing village at the [TX)Uth of Ball Br anch. Post-
mast er Girlie Hayes ' first name choice here was Woodrow, 
but it too took the Mousie name. The post office still 
serves the vil lage of Mousie centering on the Jones Fork 
_,,_ 
Elementary School on Ky 550 (old Ky 80) , just above the rrouth of 
Ball Branch. ( y 'l 
I~\. \C\£ / 
Fran lifJiM to lp,ef3 the upper end of Jones Fork was again served 
by a post off ice called Larks lane. This was named by the first of 
its two postmasters, Elizabeth Stacy Sloane , for her husband, store-
keeper Lark Sloane ( 1881-1956) and the lane that bordered their hane. 
This section of Ky 550 , 2~ miles above ( south of ) Mousie , was once 
locally called Stringtown for the arrangement of the houses along 
the highway. 
Betty, Jones Fork ' s fifth post office, was at the rrouth of 
Triplett Branch, 3 3/4 mile above (northeast of) Mousie. Named for 
the granddaughter of its first postmaster Hattie (Mrs. George) Cbx, 
it served the small cornnunity of Porter between February 1 , 1950 
and early May 1956. Porter was named for the owner of the Porter 
Mining Cclnp:lny who, in the 1920s , had located there the southern 
terminus of his 1.8 mile long spur fran Porter Junction, just north 
of Lackey to ship his coal on the C&O Railroad ' s Elkhorn and Beaver 
Valley line between Allen and Wayland. 
POST OFFICES OF THE CANEY CREEK V'AUEi 
caney Creek heads about two miles above ( west of ) Pippa Passes 
and extends for sane ten miles to Right Beaver at Derna . First settled 
by the Slones , still the daninant family of its valley, 
11 
the creek 
was named for the abundant growth of cane on its ranks . Seven post 
offices have served its residents . 
r;D«'J'( . 
(~~~ 
The earliest was Raven , not the office on Carrs Fork, but one 
a mile and a half up Caney Creek ( f ran Right Beaver) , at the rrouth 
of Big Branch. Postmaster Greenville Slone ' s first proposed name 
may have been Glenlen (sic ) , but he opened it , on April 6, 1888, 
as Raven, it ' s said, for the biblical birds. The offi ce closed in 
1967 and was , through March 31 , 2000, a rural branch of Pippa Passes , 
eight miles above. 
Then there was the inexplicably named~ ' a post office serving 
the Floyd-Knott intercounty section of Right Beaver. Fran January 
30, 1892 when it was established by Nathaniel Stergil (sic ) till 
1932 , it occupied several sites within Knott County, just above the 
rrouth of Caney, between 1-!- and 2 miles northeast of Raven. In October 
c.o ... "'+Y 
1932 the office was rroved half a mile within efle Floyd ~ where 
" 
it continued to operate till the mid 1990s . 
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In his Site Location Report Jarvy Caudill , Jr. located his 
Weissert [wa:s/.)rt] post office on the east side of Caney, five mil es 
north of Pinetop and five miles above (south) of) Raven. According 
to later accounts it was also ten miles east of Hindman. Thi s ~uld 
make it at or very close to the rrouth of Hollybush Creek. This 
barel y remembered office and its unaccountable name operated only 
12 
between October 31 , 1892 and early September 1897 . 
en December 11 , 1901, Weissert ' s last postmaster Milton OWens 
established the Hollybush post office at the rrouth of this aptly 
named 4 3/4 mil e l ong Caney branch, on the road (now Ky 899 ) between 
Raven and Mallie. It may have closed scmetime before the First World 
War , but was re-0P9ned by Alarnander L. Caudill , on January 15, 1916 
to serve a developing village a mile or so up Hollybush. After 
• ~ 
several moves on that creek, the office was 
when it officially closed in 1995. 13 
- ,3-
half a mile from caney 
At the head of Hollybush was another village and post office. 
The village, called simply the Head of Hollybush, is said to have 
been settled in 1881 by Tandy Slone and was served by Green Slone ' s 
grist mill , a couple of stores , a school, and probably the inexpli-
cably named Sylvester post office. This office was established some 
tv.0 miles up the creek by Preston Caudill on February 15, 1900. 
Four months later Alamander C'audill ,· who was later to re-establish 
the Hollybush office, had Sylvester moved 1~ miles up the creek, 
where it closed in September 1904 . The ccmnunity it served survived, 
in one form or another, through the Second World War.
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Rocks some 700 feet aoove the caney valley, in the vicinity of 
the future Alice Lloyd college and the city of Pippa Passes , gave 
their name to an office that John c. and Isom B. Slone operated from 
January 13 , 1903 through January 1909. John c. may have had the High 
Rock office at the upper end of Hollybush Creek, five miles south 
of the Hollybush post office. Then Isom, in 1906, had it moved tv.0 
miles north~st to the mouth of C'aney ' s Trace Fbrk. 
The sixth class city of Pipp:1 Passes centers at Alice Lloyd 
College, 0 . 2 mile below the junction of Ky 899 ( the caney Creek Road) 
and 1697 (the road from Gamer) , eight miles east of Hindma.n. The 
vision of Boston, Ma.ssachusetts native Mrs. Alice Spencer Geddes 
Lloyd of a school to train the future leaders of Appalachia led, 
in 1917, to the establishment here of the caney Creek corrmuni ty 
center. A high school and, in 1923, the tv.0 year caney Creek Junior 
College ~re added • 
-L L/ -
Anong the groups fran whan Mrs. Lloyd solicited funds for her 
school were the Robert Browning Societies of New England. In 1917 
they arranged for th£ building of a post office to serve the armunity 
and campus and suggested it be named for the poet's heroine, the 
devout and simple mill gir 1 Pippa who, as she passes through her 
town on New Year ' s Day, innocently touches the lives of those who 
hear her songs of joy and fulfillment . The office was officially 
established by Mrs . Lloyd's rrother Ella Mary Geddes on December 31, 
. 
1917, with John Q:mlodore Sloane its first postrnaster.
15 
Actually, Browning's poem was not the first name proposed for 
the office. Mrs. Geddes, in her March 15 , 1917 Site r..ocation Report , 
had suggested amey Civic center, a rrouthful that the Post Office 
Department did not think kindly of. Its preference for one v.0rd post 
office names led to its designation of Pippapass , a meaningless name 
retained until July 1 , 1955 when Congressrran earl Perkins, a Caney 
Junior College graduate, pressured the Department to return to the 
intended tv.0 v.0rd spelling. Even so, sane local people still call 
the carmunity Caney or amey Creek as they always have. 
After Mrs. Lloyd ' s death in 1962, the school was renamed for 
her.., and in 1981 it became a four year college. In 1983 the corranunity 
was incorporated as a sixth class city (with a 1998 estimated popula-
tion of 186. ) Almost unique in this country, ninety per cent of the 
municipal area is owned by the college, and a.rout the same percentage 
of its population are students . But the post office is 150 yards 
beyond the city' s upper limits.
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POST OFFICES 00 UPPER RIGHT BEAVER - , r-
Six post off ices served that part of Right Beaver Creek aoove 
the rrouth of Caney. 
The first was Republican, established on May 21 , 1890 by George 
w. Ox>k, just across from the rrouth of Potato Branch, ten air miles 
east of Hindman, 
17 
An attempt, in 1910 , to rrove the off ice l! miles 
I 
up Right Beaver may not have succeeded for the office closed on the 
last day of December 1912. 
On May 12, 1923 Della Hopkins re-established the office in a 
small store 200 yards up Potato Branch and called it Topnost . 
According to local tradition, this was to have been Toppost for the 
practice of local letter carriers placing mail for their customers 
on the top of their fence posts. But on customer objection it vas 
entered as Topnost instead. 18 In 1927 Ernest Hall rroved the office 
to his home at the rrouth of Potato. Several rrore rroves brought it 
to its present location on Ky 7, just below the rrouth of Dry Creek. 
'!he Hall post office , near the site of one of the early 
Greenleaf s , and the home of William J. "13olen" Hall , the county's 
first tax corrmissioner, vas established on JUly 17, 1890 by store-
keeper Joseph Hall. Until it closed in 1976 it served the Forks of 
Right Beaver at several locations on Isaac Fork. For awhile in the 
1920s it was at the head of its Seip Branch, less than half a mile 
from the Letcher County line. Its rrost recent site was on Ky 7, o. 4 
miles below the Forks . 
I 
In eastern Kentucky ' s pre-sawmill days, hewed poplar logs,finished 
on only one side, were used to floor buildings . Many an area stream, 
on which such floor boards, called puncheons , 
local use , was thus called Puncheon [puhnch/a n] 
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were fabricated for 
(or Puncheon camp) 
Creek. One such creek, in Knott County, heads just short of the 
Letcher line and extends 3! miles north to Right Beaver, 21 miles 
alx>ve the present Kite post office. On April 4, 1900 John Franklin 
established an office in a building with such a floor and named it 
for the stream. It lasted through May 1901, but was reopened at the 
mouth of Harrison Hall Branch of Puncheon on May 2 , 1908 by Jethro 
Hall who continued to operate it till the Seoond World War. It closed 
for good in the late 1980s. 
Three miles below the Right Beaver Forks and at least the same 
distance alx>ve Republican, was the Kite post office. As Liza c·. 
Martin ' s first preference Olga was in use in Russell County, she 
named it instead for the birds that may early have inhabited that 
area. 19 Until recently, the office, established on June 21 , 1907 , 
was on Right Beaver just below the mouth of Apple Tree (also known 
as Bates) Branch, but is now just below (north of ) the mouth of 
Mullins Branch, three miles south of Topnost . 
The 3! mile long Dry Creek, which heads near the Floyd County 
line and joins Right Beaver at Toµnost , gave its name to the last 
of the Right Beaver offices , alx>ut one mile below its head. The 
office was established on January 18 , 1909 with Geneva C. Bates , 
its first postmaster, . and closed in 1985 . In eastern Kentucky a 
"dry Creek" is one in which large sections all but dry up for much 
of the year except after heavy rains. 
Fifty two post offices were in the valleys of 
-/7-
the Knott O:mnty 
branches of Kentucky River ' s North Fork. These branches are the creeks 
called Quicksand, Troublesome, wtts , and carr. 
POST OFFICES CN CPICKSAND CREEK'S LAUREL FORK 
Q.Iicksand Creek, which joins the North Fork just above (south 
of) Jackson in Breathitt County, has two head forks which drain the 
northwestern part of Knott County. One of these, Laurel Fork, had 
four post offices. The other, Middle Fork, shared one of these offices 
'th 1 20 wi Laure • 
Laurel Fork, heading in the north flank of Chestnut Mountain, 
extends west and northwest for sixteen miles to join the Middle Fork 
near the Decoy School . Like the scores of other such named streams 
in Kentucky, it was named for l~l vegetation. 
The first post office was the shortlived Baker at the rnouth of 
Laurel ' s Bakers Fork, six miles frorn its Quick.sand Confluence. (Thi~ 
is discussed above) . '!hen there was Tester, allegedly named for a 
big tomcat, which occupied at least two locations on Laurel frorn 
January 18 , 1902 through 1914. Newton Watkins (sic),
21 
its first 
and last postmaster, may have had it at or just above the mouth of 
Patten Fork, some 7~ miles up Laurel frorn its Quicksand confluence. 
Between Watkins's tenures , George Allen maintained the office, he 
said, in his Site wcation Report , four miles east of (above) Baker 
Fork (sic), which places it between the Big Bend and Joshua Branches 
of Laurel. 
On August 9, 1911 Manford Rit hie established the Elmrock post 
office by a big elm tree and a large rock on his Laurel Fork land, 
half a mile below Big Bend Branch . Rachel Ritchie, the wife of 
Manford ' s son Dillard, was its first postma.ster. I n 1915 it was 
moved three miles down Laurel to William Q:>rnpton ' s store at the muth 
of Bakers Fork ( shown on mst contemporary maps as Baker Branch ) , 
llt miles north of Hindman. In this vicinity it remained till it 
closed in April 30, 1988. 
Then there was Decoy, a community of scattered hanes along both 
head forks of Quicksand, centering on a two roan school which 
straddles the Breathitt County line. Though this area was first 
settled around 1809 by the Virginians George and Elizabeth Briggs 
Bradley fran whan most of the present population descends , its post 
office was not established until November 14, 1904 by Henry c. 
Shepperd (or Shepherd) . Precisely where he first maintained the office 
is not knowri, but it was probably near his hane, just above the muth 
of Kates Branch of Quicksand, sane three miles within Breathitt County. 
In early 1908, Shepperd petitioned for a site change three miles 
southeast to the Knott County line, at the forks of Quicksand, to 
serve a village of sane twenty five families . James Stacy then became 
postmaster. 
According to Lionel Duff, longtime local school teacher, Shepperd 
was the hero of a mst unusual place naming acco1:1I1t . His goal of 
intellectual self-improvement included the systematic study of a 
mail order dictionary. Therein, one day, he came across the word 
"decoy, " meaning to entrap, and was shortly able to apply this concept 
when he successfully set a trap for his unfaithful wife and her lover. 
- /%-
He was later to say to his neighbors that he had decoyed them. 
-/')-
When 
it came time to establish a post office in the cornnunity, Henry was 
asked to be the postmaster and he requested the office be named Decoy 
for the word had such significance to him. 
22 Fran 1912 till it was 
suspended on January 25, 1990. the Decoy post office occupied sites 
half a mile up Middle Fork (at the mouth of Millstone Branch) and 
at the lower end of laurel , in the vicinity of its two room school , 
eighteen miles nnw of Hindman. 
POST OFFICES IN KNOrr CXXJNTY ' S 'IRCXJBLFSa.IB CREEK VALLEYS : BALLS FORK 
The ma.in stream of Troublesane Creek (see arove) which joins 
the North Fork at Haddix in Breathitt County begins at Hindman where 
its two head forks--Left and Right--meet. Its first major Knott County 
branch is the 19! mile long Balls Fork, which heads 2! air miles 
southwest of Mousie and joins Troublesane just above the 'Ary post 
office in Perry County. (Balls Fork of Troublesane is not to be 
confused with Balls Branch of Jones Fork at whose mouth is the Mousie 
post office. Whence either Balls is not known; no families of this 
name are recorded in Knott or Perry County. A slim possibility for 
Balls Fork, at least, rests in the tale of the bald eagle once killed 
by hunters at its mouth.) 
The first of the six Balls Fork post off ices was William G. 
Grigsby ' s Balls Fork that operated fran September 1879 through 
December 1881 . This was seven miles up the Fork fran Troublesane, 
just arove the first site of Talcum. 
- '?,-0 -
kny one of three subsequent Balls Fork valley l,X>St offices would 
have been called Ball if the first choice of their l,X>Strnaster-desig-
nates had been taken. But they weren't. 
Instea d of Ball, the office at the rrouth of Trace Branch, 41 
'--' --
miles north of Hindman, has been Vest. This was established by William 
Grigsby on January 31, 1886, and is said to have been named for the 
l,X>stal official sent to validate its need and who stayed to assist 
in its opening. (But l,X>Stal historians have no record of such a person 
in the Dei;:e.rtment 's employ. ) It continues to serve a store, crafts 
center, and consolidated elementary school. 
The next Ball was replaced by Talcum, established by Levi Cbllins 
on February 25, 1903. It closed in February 1913 but was reopened 
by Mrs. Ida Francis on April 21, 1917 at its first site by the rrouth 
of cutoff Branch of Balls, seven miles below vest. It was then moved 
several times in that vicinity but was later relocated 31 miles down 
the Fork at a site less than one fourth of a mile fran the Perry 
County line where it officially closed in 1994. '!he late area 
historian Tan Sutton thought that its name had to do with cosmetic 
face powder but had no idea why or how., No other apparent derivation 
has been found. 
At the foot of its name source was Yellow r.t:>untain. Fran March 
30, 1909 to 1951 it was nearly half a mile up Mill Branch of Balls, 
31 miles above ( east of) Vest. Reece F. Bolen and his wife Louelzia 
were its first l,X>Strnasters. 
The third Ball, sane three miles above Yellow Mountain, was estab-
lished on May 4, 1926 by Sarah Triplett Slone in her hane above the 
rrouth of Wiley Branch. But instead of Ball it was named Soft Shell 
' ~ 
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for her church. This name , for years, had been pcpularly applied 
to the Regular Baptists t o distinguish them from the Hard Shell or 
Primitive Baptists (see above ) . The office closed in 1983 . 
'lb distinguish the many branches of the COmbs family on Trouble-
some and other North Fork creeks , several were given nicknames . 
one of these , the "Bear" Combs , gave their name to the most recent 
of the Balls pest off ices . Mrs . Lucinda Cbrnbs , Bearville ' s first 
pcstmaster, established it in 1952 , 1-!- miles up the Big Branch of 
Balls at a site now just north of the fourlane (new Ky 80 ) , six miles 
wnw of Hindman • . I t closed in 1984. 
POST OFFICES 00 AND OFF 'IROUBLFSC1'1E 'S MAIN KNO'IT <XXJNTY STRFAM 
The earliest of the main Troubl escme post offices is the still 
active Enmalena [ ehrn/-a /leen/ 0 ] • This serves a hamlet with store, 
consolidated school, and church camp on Ky 550 ( old 80 ) , 8! miles 
below (west of ) Hindman. Its area was first settled and owned by 
Jeremiah (Long Jerry) COmbs , and, by the time the office was 
establ ished on october 5, 1894, it was already serving a population 
of sane 300 . It was named for Enma Thurman, the wife of an itinerant 
school teacher who had applied for the office, and Long Jerry's 
great granddaughter Orlena Combs (Mrs . Robert ) Morgan (1873-1967), 
the local storekeeper and first pcstmaster. Morgan descendants have 
been running the post office ever since. 
The next post office was the shortlived (OCtober 31 , 1898 to 
late August 1899) and virtually unheard of Mink which served Silas 
E. Boggs' country store three miles above Eromalena. (It may have 
- -z..."2..--
been just below the nouth of Lick Branch. ) Postmaster-designate 
Boggs' first name preference was Boggs. Whence Mink is not known. 
The 5 and 3/4 mile long Clear Creek, Troublesane ' s first major 
Knott Cbunty branch, was served by the Ritchie post office. It was 
named for the descendants of pioneers Crockett and Susan Ritchie 
who had settled at the creek ' s nouth, and was established three miles 
up the creek on January 12 , 1900 with Abbie Ritchie , the first post-
master. Other Ritchies then operated it at several thickly populated 
sites down the creek till it closed in 1974, 2! miles fran Trouble-
sane and st miles southwest of Eltmalena. 
The Tina [ta; /n-a J post office occupied at least ten sites on 
the 4! mile long M:::>ntganery Creek which joins Troublesane a mile 
above (east of) Brmalena. It was first established by Wiley A. Cbnbs 
on November 10, 1905, 2! miles up M:::>ntganery, and named for Clementina 
(Tina) (1859-1909), the wife of John Wesley canbs , who was born at 
the nouth of the creek, but lived on Irishman Creek, and in the 1870s 
served Perry Cbunty in the state senate. 23 In 1910 the Tina post 
office was noved a mile down the creek but c l osed in January 1914. 
It was re-established on September 4, 1920 with Elvira Everage, 
postmast er, and with subsequent Everages noved to other locations 
on that stream. In october 1978 , at its last site 3-k miles up 
M:::>ntganery, and 4! miles northeast of Eltmalena , it fell victim to 
the new fourlane (Ky 80) and closed. 
The hamlet and active post office of Fisty has been at the nouth 
of Clear Creek, one mile fran the Perry Cbunty line and three miles 
bel ow Drmalena, since its establishment on August 18, 1906. As noted 
above, the proliferation of Cbnbses in that section of the county 
- '2, ... J-
l ed to their being distinguished by nicknames. Cne branch of the 
family was named for "Fisty Sam" who, according to local tradition, 
suggested that the new office be named for him. Margaret and Joseph 
R. Ritchie were the first p:>stmasters .
24 
Yet another family of Ccmbses has given us the Carrie p:>st office 
on Troublescrne , midway between Hindman and Erornalena. carrie ( nee 
canbs ca. 1876 ) \'SS the wife of the first p:>stmaster Henry canbs 
who established the office on February 6 , 1912. 
POST OFFICES CN TROOBLESCME 'S LEFT FORK 
The six mile long Left Fbrk joins the Right Fork in downtown 
Hindman to form Troublesorne ' s main channel. '!\.Jo p:>st offices continue 
to serve this valley ' s residents . 
Leburn [lee/b3n] , with Minta Pratt , its first p:>stmaster , was 
established on July 26, 1908 at the mouth of Mill Creek, 2! miles 
above (nor theast of) Hindman. Sometime before 1911 , according to 
then contemporary maps, it was moved 0.4 mile west to its present 
location at the mouth of Possumtrot Branch. Leburn's name derivation 
is not Known. There were no Knott families of this name, but scrne 
area people recal l hearing that name as a late nineteenth century 
male given name. 
Though Mollie Gayhart ' s first name preferences were Farley and 
Mollie , the name she actually gave to her p:>st office was Garner. 
From its opening in earl y 1936 to the present it has been at the 
mouth of Watts Creek, tv.0 miles above Leburn. It was named for John 
Nance Garner (1868-1967), the Texas- born U. S. vice president from 
1933 to 1941. - vY-
POST OFFICES CN TRCX.JBLESa,1E 'S RIGHT FORK 
Three post off ices have served residents of Troublesane 's 6:t 
mile long Right Fork. The first , Brinkley, was established on 
September 29, 1892 by Randol{Xl Adams at the head of Trace Branch, 
sane tYAJ miles south of Right Fork. In recent years, this has been 
the route of Ky 1 60, connecting Hindman with the settlements on carr 
Fork. In 1913 this office was rroved about a mile down Trace where 
it occupied several vicinity sites sane four miles southeast of 
Hindman. It was suspended in J\.Ule 1993. Brinkley is a famil y name 
in many parts of the country, 25 but no such families lived in Knott 
County at the turn of the twentieth century, and thus we can't account 
for the name ' s awlication here . 
'!he active post office of Mallie has occupied several sites at 
the head of Right Fork, in the vicinity of Reynolds Fork and the 
present Ky 899, which connects it with Pi~ Passes and the other 
settlements in the caney Valley. 26 It was opened by 'lhanas J . craft 
on April 24, 1895 to serve a store and flour mill five miles above 
( southeast of ) Hineman. We can't account for this name either. It 
was not named, as many believe, for craft ' s daughter who, according 
to Census records , was born in March 1897. Yet it ' s fairly certain 
to have been saneone ' s given name. 
Then there was Ivis [a: /v '3s] , also inexplicably named, that 
operated on Right Fork from March 21 , 1902 to 1956 . It was opened 
by Laura A. Ha.rrm:>ns j ust below the rrouth of Trace Branch. In 1912 
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it was moved one third of a mile east to a point midway between 
Hindman and Mallie. In 1933 it was moved another three fourths of 
a mile east to its most recent site at the mouth of calhoun Branch, 
3~ miles above Hindman and 1~ miles below Mallie. 
THE POST OFFICES OF ImTS CREEK 
Two !X)St offices served the Knott County section of Lotts er-eek. 
(see above ) 
Cordia was established on october 1 O, 1899 prol:ably at the mouth 
of Coles Fork, just below Big Fork, and 2~ miles up Lotts er-eek fran 
the Perry County line . The first name pro!X)Sed for it may have been 
Mason, then in use in Grant County, but it was called Cordia instead 
for reasons as yet unknown. (It may have been named for the t~ year 
old sister of the first !X)Sbnast~r Cora Everidge, or for "Aunt" Cord 
(for Cordia) G:1nbs (nee 1858), the second wife of "Uncle" Solanon 
Everidge, the inspiration for the founding of the Hindman Settlement 
School~ Years later, after the establishment (in 1933) of the Lotts 
Creek or Cordia Carmunity School , the office was moved down the creek 
to a site below the school and only three fourths of a mile fran 
Perry County. Here it closed in 1957 . 
The other Lotts er-eek !X)St office Elie was at t~ sites , half 
a mile apart, on what is now Youngs er-eek. It began at the mouth 
of Kelly Fork, three miles above Cordia ' s first site, on August 4 , 
1908. First posbnaster Adeline Young (who married a Dobson in 1910), 
named it for her father Alexander Young who was called "Elie." It 
closed in 1934. 
POST OFFICES IN THE CARR FORK VALLEYS: YELLOW CREEK - 7/6-
Knott County ' s lowest carr Fork tributary is the three mil e long 
Yellow Creek. In addition to Sassafras, now at its rrouth on the Perry 
County line { see above) , Yellow Creek had three other post off ices. 
The first, Yellow er-eek [yehlh, Kreek] , for the stream, operated 
only fran october 9, 1909 through 1911. With George E. Francis, 
its only postmaster, it was at the head of the creek, two road miles 
~~f Elie . (The stream, incidentally, had its name at least by 
the 1840s for it ' s mentioned on an old Perry County tax list, and 
may have referred to the then perceived color of its water) 27 
• 
The post office of Anco [aen/koh ] was established on October 
6 , 1922 two miles up the creek fran Sassafras and served three area 
coal camps. One of these was operated by the Knott County Coal 
Corporation whose foreman Anderson Canbs ran the local store and 
was the first postmaster and its name source. The office closed 
in 1987. 
On May 22 , 1929 another of the camps served by Anco, midway 
between Anco and Sassfras, got its own post <;>ffice. It was called 
Wiscoal for the Wisconsin Coal OJrnpany that operated it, and F.dward 
H. Griffith was its first postmaster. It closed in 1953 when the 
canpany closed its local mine. 
POST OFFICES CN CARR FORK'S MAIN STREAM - '2-7-
Seventeen post offices served carr ' s main valley. The earliest 
was Buncombe which, fran Octorer 3, 1888 through August 1904, served 
a fairsized village just above (east of)the mouth of Betty Troublesane 
Creek, eight miles sse of Hindman. Though his first preference was 
Melvin, the first postmaster Samuel COmbs, a furniture maker, probably 
named it for the ~stern North carolina county. 
Dillon was the first o{ three carr Fork post offices established 
in Novernber 1897. Hubbard Francis, its first postmaster, regan it 
on the sixteenth of that month two miles above Buncombe (perhaps 
at the mouth of Steer Fork). In 1900 it v.e.s moved half a mile north, 
and closed in November 1905. Though in the late nineteenth century 
several Dillon families lived in Floyd county, none ~re then known 
in Knott county. 
Dillon was the forerunner of the Spider post office, established 
on April 21, 1910 by John Banks at the mouth of Smith Branch. In 
1934 Mary Pratt had Spider moved to the rrouth of Steer Fork. Thelma 
B. Richardson l:ecarne the postmaster in D:!ceml:er 1944, but by the 
sumner of 1949 she too had it just below the mouth of steer where 
it closed for good in September 1957. Several possible derivations 
of Spider's name have reen offered. One story is that two names ~re 
subnitted to the Post Office D:!partment--Cricket and Spider--and 
Spider was selected. Another recalls one Walter "Spider" Pigman (ne 
1887) • the son of· William and Elizareth Pigman, who lived on nearby 
Betty Troublesane. 
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According to the third, as the stream on which 
it was first located approaches carr, it "splits in four or five 
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different directions" like a spider whose legs radiate fran a single 
. t 29 poin . 
Fran 1966, when construction began on the carr Fork ram, till 
1976, when the 710 acre carr Fork Lake irnpoundment was completed, 
the carr Valley lost some 500 families and the sites of several of 
its longtime post offices:0 The earliE!£"tof these offices was Cody. 
Named for the family of William P. Cody who had acquired land 
on Little carr in the early 1830s, the Cody post office was 
established on November 18, 1897 with Shade Smith, postmaster. It 
was probably first located around the site of the later Dirk"carr 
Creek post office. In 1900 it was moved l'i- miles down the creek to 
the mouth of Breeding and Defeated Creeks (at the junction of Ky 
15 and 160), eleven miles south of Hindman, where , after at least 
half a d ozen short distance moves , it closed in 1972. 
Fran November 10, 1905 through July 1913 Henry and John Blair 
operated the Theodore post off ice , probably at the head of Blair 
Branch of Defeated Creek, three miles south of Cody. According to 
John's Site Location Report , it was then serving a village of sane 
250 residents . Its name source could have been then U. S. President 
Theodore Roosevelt for no ·other derivation has been offered. 
Srnithsboro was another office now in the carr Fork Lake. Estab-
lished on Oc:tober 15 , 1901, with George Francis, postmaster, it was 
probably at the mouth of Smith Branch, nearly two miles below Cody. 
It was named for the brothers Jeremiah and Thanas Srni th, local 
landowning sons of William (ne 1795 ) and Millie (Combs ) Smith, early 
carr residents and the name source of the branch. In early 1903 
Granville Smith had the office moved down carr to a site below the 
irouth of Irishman Creek. Several iroves later brought it reek to the 
irouth of Little Smith, just west of its original site, where it closed 
in August 1973. 
Fach of the tv.0 Smith Branches that meet carr Fork in the vicinity 
the Smithsboro site had its own shortlived post office. Half a mile 
up Little Smith31 was the Tana post office which George Washington 
Francis alone maintained between May 23, 1906 and mid January 1908. 
Though he first proposed the name Vina for his wife Melvina (nee 
Smith in 1871), he called it Tana instead. Whence Tana is not known. 
Fran August 4, 1906 through March 1912, the storekeeper sylvester 
Jent (ne 1869) maintained the Jent post office one mile up Smith 
Branch. He had first suggested the name Cinda for his wife Lucinda. 
The third victim of the carr Fork impoundment was the Dirk-carr 
Creek post office. Dirk was established on December 22, 1905 by Ida 
Francis whose first name choice was Bell. This office, she said, 
in her Site Location Report, was to serve a locality called Bell 
five miles north of Cody, by then at the irouth of Breeding Creek. 
Dirk is believed to be the nickname of one of the many Francises 
then living in that section of the carr valley. Tv.D years later 
Mrs. Francis had the office iroved a mile and a half down the fork 
to a point three miles north of Cody. By 1913 it had arrived just 
above the mouth of carr Fork's Deerlick Branch. 
For several years Dirk served a cornnunity centered on a boarding 
school on the east side of carr founded in 1920 by tv.0 .Massachusetts 
wcrnen Olive V. Marsh and Ruth E. Watson. On .May 25, 1928 Dirk, by 
then at the irouth of Deerlick, was renamed carr Creek to honor the 
local school whose l:asketl:all team had just canpeted in the presti-
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gious national high school tournament in Chicago . 
was rnoved one fourth of a mile above Deer lick 
By then the school had been lost to consolidation. 
-30-
In 1950 the office 
and closed in 1975. 
The little remembered but aptly named Heml ock post off ice was 
operated between March 30 , 1898 and mid September 1904 by Simeon 
and Bessie Combs. rt may have been just north of Dirk, probabl y just 
below Shingle Branch. In May 1900 it may have been rnoved to the rnouth 
of Little carr. 32 
On November 30 , 1897 Tenna (Mrs . Green A. ) Cbllins opened the 
Onaha post off ice at or near the site of the old carson office at 
the head of carr Fork (see above.) In 1948 it was rnoved a mile and 
a half down the Fork to the present Ky 582 ( the road between carr 
and Right Beaver) , and later to the mouth of Meadow Branch of carr 
where it closed in 1984. Why Onaha? This name, also applied to 
settlements or post offices in Arkansas, Alabama , Georgia , Illinois , 
and Texas, was probably derived from the city in Nebraska or the 
Indian tribe from which the latter took its name. 
The area around the rnouth of Meadow Branch had an ear l ier post 
office (May 5 , 1906 to March 15 , 1907 ) called Amazon. Neither this 
name nor postmaster James D. Hall ' s preferred Afton ( then in use 
in carter Cbunty) has been derived. 
Not to be confused with 'tvis was the post off ice of Ivan whose 
name has also not been derived. This was established on July 12 , 
1906 on top of the hill1 on the road (now Ky 582 ) between carr Fork 
and Right Beaver, about a mile north of carr and 2! miles north of 
carson-Onaha. rt first served a village of sane 125 residents that 
may have been cal led Martinsville for the family of first postmaster 
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Mary Martin, and this was the first name proposed for it . In 1918 
it was moved one mile south to the Fork; and tv.0 years later it was 
moved l! miles down the Fork. By 1935 it was just east of Spring 
Branch where it closed in 1942. 
At the mouth of Nealy Branch ( named for area families . ) 
33
, 500 
yards below Spring Branch, was the Nealy post office. Nathaniel G. 
Sturgill ran it fran June 4, 1909 through September 1915. 
The Drew post office (name source unknown) served the head of 
Nealy Branch, tv.0 miles fran Carr, from September 27 , 1910 through 
April 1913. Mary Jane Hall was its only postmaster. 
Mal_, which operated between 1935 and 1955 , with Lawrence Watts , 
its first postmaster, was established tv.0 miles east of Pine Top 
and tv.0 miles west of Ivan ( which by then was just east of Spring 
Branch) . It too was moved, at least twice , three fourths of a mile 
east in 1941 and another one fourth of a mile east , to Ivan ' s last 
site, in 1948. Whether it was named for one or ·more of eastern 
Kentucky ' s May families needs to be confirmed. 
The Little Carr Fork of Carr Fork had four post offices which 
will be considered below. In addition, three served its Carr Fork 
confluence. The first of these was Hemlock (see alx>ve) . Then there 
was Addie , established by Robert Hall on May 15 , 1909 just alx>ve 
the confluence. In September of that year Abraham Tolliver moved 
Addie a mile up (ma.in ) Carr where it closed at the end of June 1910 . 
For whan it was named is not known. 
The name Addie was suggested for another vicinity office, 
established on June 23 , 1922 at the site of the present Carr creek 
(consolidated) School at the confluence. When first postmaster Bernard 
B. Srni th then sutrni tted the name Little carr he was advised by the 
Post Office Department to shorten it to its present one word form 
Littcarr. Local businesses and the office, now just below the conflu-
ence (8,t miles south of Hindman) , serve the thickly settled and 
developing resort area at the upper edge of the carr Fork impoundment. 
POST OFFICFS IN THE LI'I'I'LE CARR VAILEY 
Alx>ut half a mile below the head of Little carr and the Letcher 
County line, Robert Collins proposed a post office. His list of 
name preferences included carr, Port, Collins, and French. But on 
March 3, 1893 his office opened as Bath, named for the English town. 
In 1946 it was moved by Anna and Perry Sloane two miles down the 
Fork to the mouth of Big Doubles Branch, 101 miles sse of Hindrran , 
to serve the Little carr locality. Here it closed in 1965. 
At the mouth of Little carr, on June 1, 1894 , William R. Amburgey 
operated the inexplicably named Critic post office. In the following 
year John Jesse Amburgey had it moved 11 miles up Little carr to 
serve Francis Amburgey's flour mill at the rrouth of Dead Mare Branch 
(three miles below Bath ' s first site ) . It closed in mid June 1899. 
For some reason this office is recall ed by a few persons as Kricket 
( . ) 34 Sl.C. 
From December 4, 1922 through January 1928 the post office of 
Does was maintained by Mrs . Eunice Pigman about a mile up Wolf pen 
Creek and four miles fran olc.l Bath. I'm .merely guessing that the 
name was given by the office's applicant, Maggie (Mrs. Elijah) Hale , 
to honor her five children, Delice , Dona, Delmas , Dora, and David. 
-']')_-
POST OFFICES 00 IRISHMAN CREEK - 33-
The Sf mile long Irishman Creek heads a mile south of the first 
Brinkley post office site and joins Carr Fork a mil e below Srnithsboro . 
Its lower section is now in Carr Lake. It is said to have been named 
by pioneer settler and owner George Madden for the Irish homeland 
of his forebears. Three post offices served its residents. 
Though the application for Jeptha, the first Irishman office, 
was subnitted while the valley was still in Letcher County, the office 
did not actually open till May 29, 1884, after Knott ' s establishment . 
Its only postmaster was its name source Jeptha T. Maddin, George ' s 
grandson. 35 The office , four miles north of Carr Fork and six miles 
south of Hindman, closed in mid December 1890 . It was re-established 
by Maddin on November 27 , 1891 as saint Cloud, and closed again in 
June 1892. Nothing is known of Maddin ' s choice of saint Cloud. At 
least three other American post offices , in Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
and Florida, have borne this name, and each was derived fran the 
Paris suburb that had been the home of several French rulers, 
including Marie Antoinette and Napoleon. 
Fran 1936 to 1993 Irishman's families were served by the Amburgey 
post office. This was established by Ida Madden (Mrs. John) Amburgey 
two miles up the creek, and named for this large extended Carr Fork 
family. Sometime after the Second World War it was moved a mile 
south to Newton Amburgey ' s store at the mouth of Trace Fork, but 
when it closed it was just below the mouth of Madden Fork, 1. 7 miles 
above Trace and less than six miles south of Hindman by the new Rt . 
3391. 36 
Incidenta11y, another Amburgey post office had been established 
on January 5, 1898, probably in the vicinity of Wolfpen Creek or 
Deadmare Branch of Little Carr, but postmaster Wiley Amburgey' s 
authorization was rescinded on April 21. The Amburgeys of the Carr 
valley were descendants of V~rginia-lx>rn John ( 1758-1831) and 
Elizabeth Amburgey, who had settled there in the 1820s. Their son 
Ambrose owned rrost of Little Carr for much of the nineteenth 
37 century. 
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POSI' OFFICES 00 BREEDINGS CREEK (OF CARR FORK) 
Settled early by and prol:a.bly named for Elisha Breeding (died 
1863), whose sons George M. and James and their families were also 
residents, this four mile long stream heads against the Letcher County 
line and joins Carr Fork at Cody. Along it extends Ky 15 and 160, 
connecting Hindman with Letcher's seat of Whitesburg. Three post 
offices served valley residents. 
The earliest, Redfox, was operated between March 14, 1888 and 
mid September 1890 by John Hale at an unknown site in the Breedings 
valley. On September 15, 1906 Jasper Hale (the first postmaster of 
Witch) re-established it sane 600 yards up Hale Branch, tYK> miles 
up the creek from Cody. In 1916 it was rroved one mile further up 
the creek. In 1937 it was on Sugar Branch, just below Hale Branch. 
In early 1940 it may have been rroved nearly three miles further up 
Breedings to the vicinity of the earlier Witch and Amelia, but was 
later rroved to the rrouth of Breedings Branch (earlier called Mallet 
Fork) where it remains. 
For some years Redfox served a racially integrated community 
whose earliest black members were slaves of pioneer white landowners. 
According to tradition, a red fox was once found standing in the 
middle of the road, just too tired to resume his run from pursuing 
hunters. 
To serve Breedings ' residents after the closing of Redfox in 
1890, Jasper Hale, on November 12, 1892, opened the post office of 
Witch. This may have been at the rrouth of (then) Mallet Fork, the 
later site of the re-established Redfox, 2.3 miles above Ccx:ly. In 
1903 James Breeding had Witch rroved two miles up the creek to a site 
just short of the Letcher county line, where it closed at the end 
of September 1912. According to May Stone, the co-founder of the 
Hindman Settlement School, in her 1941 manuscript study of some 
eastern Kentucky stream and corrmuni ty names, it v.es named for the 
historical witches of Salem, Massachusetts. (There's not much likeli-
hcxx:1 of its having been named for a Knott county witch.) 
The Amelia post office was established on June 14, 1902 by William 
Riley Amburgey on Little Carr, some four miles below Bath. Since 
his first name preference O:lk was in use in Bell county, Amburgey 
had · to find another name, but whose is not known. No Arnelias are 
listed in the any of the Amburgey family histories. By 1913 this 
office had been rroved to Breedings Creek, to the vicinity of the 
recently closed Witch, where, in mid May 1916, it too ceased to 
operate. 
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0f Knott' s eighty five post off.ices ( including the five that 
operated wholly before the county's establishment), sixteen (Hindman, 
Pippa Passes , Mousie, Sassafras, Garner , Toprost , Leburn, vest, 
Redfox, Emnalena, Li ttcar, .Mallie, Kite, <:arrie , Fisty, and Pine 
Top) survive . '!he first t\>.O serve currently inoorporated places . 
At least thirty offices were the foci of once viable corrmuni ties 
( several still are) . Most of the others served local schools , 
churches , and/or stores. 
In addition, t\>.O offices were formally established but did not 
operate: Amburgey on Little <:arr (1898 ) and Elizabeth Hall ' s inexpli-
cably named and unlocated Hattie whose June 11, 1906 authorization 
was rescinded the following March. 
Twenty eight offices were named for local or area persons/ 
families , while three honored well known non- local persons , and t\>.O 
may have borne the names of Post Office Department employees fran 
outside the region. Geographic or descriptive \>.Ords were given to 
eight off ices . Distant places accounted for three names , while ten 
off ices were given the names of local or nearby streams , and another 
was named for the rrountain in which it ...as located. Two names had 
literary origins ; two more referred to local industries ; another 
may have been that of a product then in use by local wanen; and one 
is said to have had sentimental significance to its namer. one office 
may have been named for a local animal ; another for a local church ; 
and a third, according to local tradition, for the witches of Salem, 
.Mass . one name was corrupted from its original referent . Several 
explanations , equally valid , have been offered for yet another. 
The names of twenty off ices have not yet been accounted for, and 
-'3(,-
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three very earl y offices have not been located. 
Twenty six offices had names not originally intended for them. 
Ten served comnuni ties or neighborhoods with other names. Tv.o had 
name changes. 
FOOINOI'ES 
1 • Knott ' s four mother counties came together near Hindman, its 
sanewhat centrally located and enduring county seat. From Letcher 
came the valleys of upper carr and the Right Fork of Troublesane ; 
fran Perry came the area along the lower Troublesane , and lower 
carr ; from Floyd came the area of the Right Fork of Beaver and 
its Salt Lick, Jones Fork, and caney Creek valleys ; and from 
Breathitt came the upper Quicksand watershed. 
2. A separate 2 3/4 mile long Carr Fork branch was long known as 
Betty ' s Troublesome Creek. But who was Betty? We can prol:::ably 
rule out James Still ' s suggestion of the early practice of sunmer 
burning of the natural gas on the creek ' s waters which might 
have given the name Bettnig (Anglo-Saxon for oil ). How many 
early settlers would have known this? 
3 . The more centrally located Forks of Troublesane was considered 
preferable to the two other contenders for the new county seat 
e)V\d 
--sites on Right Beaver aiil! carr Fork. 
4. The Hoeing 1890 state map identifies this vicinity as Cornett , 
perhaps for the family of Manton and W. R. Cornett , the first 
Sassafras postmasters . In the earlier Crandall and Hodge (1884 ) 
and Hoeing(l886 ) southeast Kentucky maps , it ' s actually identified 
.. 
as Cornett Post Office. - '3 a,- -
5. See Robert M. Rennick ' s Place Names of Pike County, Kentucky, 
Lake Grove, Or: The Depot , 1991, P. 72 
6 . Ibid. , The Post Offices of the Upper Big Sandy Valley, Lake 
Grove, Or: The Depot, 2001 , P. ,:, \ 
7 . Coburn ' s first name choice Salt Lick was then, as now, in use 
by a Bath County office . 
8. Hippo v.es re-established in 1926 in Floyd County, some 2! miles 
up Brush Creek, another Right Beaver branch. (See Rennick, op.cit. 
P. ~ \'i1/ 
9. The Bolyn family, and apparently John M. too, variously spelled 
their name Bolyn, Bolen, and Boleyn. 
10. According to Mousie Martin Gibson (1896-1976), the name source, 
her name had been suggested by her grandfather W.J. Martin since 
she had an older sister Ki tty. Mousie , however , is not an 
uncomrron given name in eastern Kentucky. 
11 • Slones in the Caney valley and elsewhere in the county have 
variously spelled their name Slone, Sloan, and Sloane. 
12. Just three weeks before the establishment of Knott County's 
Weissert post office, another office, in custer county, Nebraska, 
was opened in this name. It ' s said that the preferred name for 
the Nebraska office , Hinckley, had been rejected by the Post 
Off ice Departnrnent when one of the Department ' s employees, a 
man named Weiser, suggested the office be named for him. (Elton 
A. Perkey, Perkey ' s Nebraska Place Names, Lincoln: Publications 
of the Nebraska State Historical Society, Vol. 28, 1982, P . 53.) 
Could he have done the same for the Knott County, Kentucky office? 
13 . At lx>th its establishment and its re-establishment, 
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Holl ybush 
replaced the first name preferences Elishai and carlton, respec-
tively. Neither of these intended names have been accounted for. 
Hollybush Creek was, of course, named for the holly trees at 
its rrouth . 
1 4. The Head of Hollybush was described by an Alice Lloyd college 
history professor Charles Martin in his Hollybush: Folk Building 
and Social Change in an Api;alachian o:mnunity, Knoxville: Univer-
sity of Tennessee Press , 1984. 
15 . Mrs. Geddes succeeded Mr. Sloane as posbnaster in 1922. 
1 6. over the years the town ' s name , also unique in this country, 
has come to symlx>lize to the community and future generations 
of students the great influence they would have over the lives 
of the people they would serve . 
17. This Right Beaver tributary was {X)pularly known as Tater Branch, 
though in the 1913 Sellier map of the Upper Big Sandy valley, 
it ' s given as the George cook Branch. 
18 . According to her Site Location Report . Ms . Hopkins had actually 
first proposed calling her office Tater for the creek. 
19. Or maybe not. According to Kentucky bird authorities , neither 
variety of kites , the Swall owtale or the Mississippi, were ever 
found this far east in the state. 
20 . In the Crandall and Hodge Sketch Map of "the Region North of 
Pine Mountain" ( 1884 ) , Laurel Fork is shown as an extension of 
Quicksand Creek and Middle Fork is shown as a branch. 
21 . Newton Watkins seemingly could not agree on the spelling of his 
name. In his Baker post office Site Location Rerx>rt , he spelled 
it Wadkins , as did his father James, but in his Tester petitions, 
he spelled it Watkins. 
22. Lionel Duff , now of Lexington, Kentucky, interviewed at his Decoy 
heme on December 21 , 1960. 
23 . Clementina Cbmbs , the daughter of Jehu and Matilda ())dy, was 
born on Lotts Creek and married John W. in 1876 . 
24. Fisty, the ~rd, has been used throughout America in the sense 
of quarrelscme , cantankerous , or even pushy. For brief notes 
on its usage, see Harold B. Allen in American Speech, Vol. 3 
( 3) , February 1928 , P . 217, and Ibid. , Vol . 17 ( 4 ), December 
1942 , Pp. 248-49. 
25 . Brinkley, Arkansas , incorporated in 1873, was named for Hugh 
Brinkley, who helped bring the railroad through that area; and 
Brinkleyville was a corrmuni ty in Halifax County, North carolina 
that was settled by and na.med for Joseph Brinkley in the 1760s. 
Incidentally, on the 1880s Kentucky Geological Survey maps , 
Troublescme Creek is given as Trace Fork, a name now limited 
to the branch extending past Brinkley. 
26 . Until recently, maps showed this stream as Runnels Fork, but 
I believe Reynolds Branch was its earliest and proper name. 
27. The larger Yellow Creek in Bell County, Kentucky had the same 
name origin. 
28. Delores Jean Olsen of Rochester , Washington, in Kentucky 
Ancestors, Vol. 23 (3) , 1988 , P . 228 





30. Designed for flood control and ultimately recreation, the Carr .- Y / ~ 
Fork Dam is just alx>ve the rrouth of sassafras Creek, 8.8 miles 
alx>ve carr's confluence with the North Fork at Jeff. 
31. on early t~ntieth century published maps, Little Smith Branch 
(named for another son of William and Millie) is shown as Little 
Branch. 
32 . Simeon OJrnbs ' first name preference Mingo was already in use 
in Johnson Cbunty. 
33. The Nealys also spelled their name Neely. 
34. Cricket was the name of a shortlived (1883-1884 ) post office 
in Boyd Cbunty. The Amburgeys , who ~re the dominant family in 
the Little Carr valley, may for a time have applied their name 
to the Fork. (According to an 1886 Kentucky Geological Survey 
map.) 
35. Maddin's first name choice was Irishman. In his application 
and Site Location Reports for his two post offices Jeptha spelled 
his family ' s name with an "i". Ho~ver, Census and family records 
usually spelled it with an "e", wherein he is listed as son of 
John and Ruth (Bentley) Madden. Other members of his extended 
family, to the present time, have also spelled the name with 
an "e ". 
36 . Mrs . Amburgey' s first name preference Ida was in use in Clinton 
Cbunty. 
37. According to an August 23, 2000 interview with James Still, a 
long time resident of Dead Ma.re Branch, who used to live in 
Amburgey's log hane, that stream had earlier been called Surilda ' s 





38. Emily Jones Hudson, "The Bl ack American Family in Southeastern 
Kentucky: Red Fox, Kodak, and Town Mountain" in Reshaping the 
Image of Apµtlachia, edited by Loyal Jones, Berea, Kentucky: 
Berea College App:i.lachian Center, 1984, Pp. 136-45 
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From interview with Tom Sutton4 Vest, Ky. re- the place names of KNOTT County , Ky ., June 18 , 1979 , 1 : 5 to 3 :15 PM. 
(1 . Vest : Named for the postal inspector sent in to validate the need 
for a po there and to help set it up . DK where he was from or what his 
first name was . Tom ' s wife (who died about a year ago) was also a pm 
and his daughter , Patricia (Mrs . Hiram) Bradley is the present pm . 
Active po with nearby store and Beckham Combs (consol . ) ele . sch . 
V 2 . Talcum: ( "Tael/k-am" ) cf Robert Combs of Bearville. 
v1' 3 . Bearville : ( "Ber/vihl " ) Had to differentiate the different Combs 
families by giving them nicknames . Those in this vie . were called the 
"Bear Combses" . These peeople were actually called "Bears " and seldom 
Combs at all . Perhaps someone had killed a bear but otherwise dk the 
origin of that nickname . 
/ 4 . Soft Shell : Had been the Yellow Mt . po but moved to the Soft Shell 
site and renamed . "Soft shell" was the name applied to Reg ' 1 . Baptists 
to distinguish them from Hardshell oY' Primitive Baptists (sic). Active 
po . Yellow fut . was named for Yellow Mt . Named for its location at the 
foot of the mt . at the head of Quicksand by Reece Bolen who had applied 
for the po for his wife Louelza who was to be the 1st pm . It was on the 
old route to Prestonsburg . Mt . is stiJl called this . It was moved to 
the present S .S . site after the present 1087 highway was built to 
Troublesome . The Y.M. post office site was J00-400 yard$ north of the 
road to Vest (see hi~hway map). · 
1 . Vest : Jos . D. Sutton , Tom ' s father , was pm c . 1907 . Tom was a United 
Bapt . preacher there , taught school and operated a lumber business in 
w·vrr . Age 82 . 
/ 5 . Elmrock: ( "Ehl/cim/rahk") Geo . Allen was the pm of Tester , a po one 
mile this side of the mouth of Baker Fork of Quicksand . It was named 
for a big tomcat of that name . After it had closed , Will Compton opened 
a storP at the mouth of Baker and his wife , Bertha became 1st pm of 
office established there . Named for its location right by a big elm 
tree right next to a big rock . 
V 6 . Tina : (Tah~eye/na") Active po and sto ·e . Mr . Everage may still 
be pm. Named for one of a group of young local girls but doesnt recall 
her name or anything else about her . She lived then on Montgomery Cr . 
v 2 . Talcum: Active po . Now at the mouth of Roaring Branch . It ' s been 
moved several times from its orig . site up the creek . He thinks its 
name has to do with cosmetic face powder . 
V 7 . Coburn : a dpo at the head of Salt Lick Creek . Probably named for 
Jos . Coburn , the 1st pm . The earliest po i n that area . 
V 8. About halfway down Salt Lick from Coburn was the 1st site of Hippo 
po which had displaced Coburn . Andy Coburn was Hippo ' s pm . It was named 
for Bee fuadison Craft , local resident at the orig . site . He was cal led 
"Hippo " because he complained all the time ; they said he was "hippo" . 
Rhoda Craft , his wife , was Tom Su+ton ' s aunt . Hippo ' s orig . location 
was on the Knott - Floyd Co . line . It was moved to the mouth of Salt 
Lick after the C&O was built to that point and reopened as Hueysville 
and Andrew J . Coburn became pm . He was Tom ' s mother ' s brother . Hipoo 
Sutton , Knott Co . pn , 6/18/1979 (2) 
' was orig . est . cl905- 6 and moved to the Hueysv . site c . 1915- 6 . Then 
V Hippo was re- est . at its present location on Brush Creek i n the 1930s 
or early ' 40s . Handshoe po was est . after Hippo had moved to 
Hueysville . Handshoe was named for families , 4 or 5 of them in the 
vie . rather than any particular person . This po was moved and is now 
on Brush Creek in Floyd Co . Had been at several locations on Salt 
Lick in Knott Co . 
V 9 . Decoy: ( "Dee/koi" ) 
/10 . Porter : named for a Mr . Porter who ran the Porter Mining Co . He 
started a little rr up Jones Fork and est . a way station called Porter. 
He came from Allen , Ky . The way station and po was at the present site 
of the big lumber mill . (iallE!a) Porter Jct . was where the rr forked , the 
main l i ne going to/ the head of Beaver . The po was called Porter . 
The Betty po was further up Jones Fork , 3- 4 miles up . Gas station on 
the left side of the road and a cem . on the ri~ht side (both active) 
and Betty was on the right side of +:he road comin..,. this way . George Cox 
was Betty ' s pm and Hattie was his wife . When Betty po closed it ,-.1as 
moved to Porter (check on this) DK if Porter po was in existence until 
then . Porter po is now closed . I f Porter , in fact , had a po , then it 
had closed long before Betty' s po was est . Betty po was est . c , 1950 
or slightly earlier . No signi ficance to its name . Not named for anyone 
in particular , One of a list of 12- 15 names submitted to POD . Way down 
the list and the other names were crossed off the list until this one 
was reac~ed . They wanted a unique name . Oscar Webb , and his father , 
Sol , before him , had a store at Porter . Elkhorn Coal Corp . also had a 
company store there . Mr . Porter arrived there in the early 1920s . 
(this info . also from Hiram Bradley , ne 1937) At Porter now i s the big 
lumbPr mill . 
Fr ed Slone drove tre mail hack from Lackey to Hindman from c . 1925 to 
the 1940s . Mail in pouches in trunk and on top of car and carried paying 
passengers . 
/ 11 . Ritchie : A Ritchie settlement . Balis Ritchie ' s people . 
~ 12 . Leburn: DK origin . Could have been someone ' s given name . A common 
given name in this area . 
J 13 . Dema : ( "Dee/mah 11 ) 
.j 14 . I vis: ( 11 Ah/v~s 11 ) 
15 . Lackey : Arr depot . DK why so named . 
16 . Bolen (sic) : On Rock Fork . DPO . Named for a Mr . Bolen but dont 
recall his ~iven name . Deceased . Local man . 
17 , Anco: Acronym of the founders of local coal co . Dont recall their 
nar 1es . 
Sutton , Knott Co . pn , 6/18/1979 (3) 
~18 . Fisty : When the po was est . there were a lot of Fugates there . 
Many named Sam had to be distin~uished . One was called Fisty Sam . PO 
est . and named for him. He was a local man . 
~19 . Larkslane: Named for Lark (sic) Slone . Had a lane past his home 
to where others lived up that hol . PO and commu . never had another 
name . Tom has heard of Stringtovm but dk anythin5~ about it . 
!/'20 . Puncheon : Used to floor old buildin~s with poplar logs . PO est . 
i , one of these old buildings . Active po . 
/ 21 . Kite : Maybe named for the bird . DK . Check on this . These birds 
were there in the past but hot now. 
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Sassafras (com. & po) b 
Hindman (co . seat) had be qn McPherson() 
Carrs Fork (dpo) 
Carson (dpo) 
Greenleaf (dpo) 
Jeptha (d~o) /X' 
Pine Top (dpo) ( ~) r>,C 
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Dry Creek (dpo) (com) 
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